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Olympic Gold medalist Jackie Joyner-Kersee, shared governance executives, and SIUE Head Start student cut a ribbon at the grand opening of the new
East St. Louis SIUE Head Start Center, Wednesday, May 25. The center will serve families with children ages 3-5 years in St. Clair county.
I LaShaunda Jordan / Alestle

Jackie Joyner-Ker see dedicates
new building, program partnership
LASHAUNDA JORDAN
Alestle Reporter

SIUE Early Head Start Center in partnership with the Jackie
Joyner-Kersee (JJK) Foundation
of East St. Louis, celebrated
the opening of the newly-built
facility located at 101 Jackie
Joyner-Kersee Circle in East St.
Louis, Wednesday, May 25.
The event featured a ribbon
cutting ceremony at 3 p.m., and
among the guests attending the
dedication was six-time Olympic
gold medalist, East St. Louis native and shared governance partner Jackie Joyner-Kersee.
"This (partnership) is truly a
blessing; it's a part of my dream
to bring this community together. If we can plant the seeds with
our young people at a very young
age, then we can stand back and
watch them blossom," Kersee
said.

The SIUE Early Head Start
Center and JJK Foundation are
housed under one roof to serve
children and families in East St.
Louis and all of St. Clair County.
According to SIUE Head
Start staff, the building process
was incorporated into the children's daily curriculum. The
teachers brought the children
out to see the groundbreaking
and follow the process first hand.
Teachers were able to have educational talking points that the children could understand, and one
of the things that the center incorporated was the use of a building
theme in their curriculum. The
children began to build things
and knew that they would be
moving into a new facility. They
also talked to the contractors and
architects working on the project
and asked them questions about
what it takes to get a building
done. The goal of the staff was to

get the children engaged and fully
using their minds.
"The collaboration is more
of a family joining together - a
meeting of the minds to come
together for families so that we
can show a continuation of care,"
Center Coordinator Marcia Oliver said.
_
"It is time to get die kids back to believing in magic- time
for them to get back to learning
how to play, learning how to use
their imaginations to build, and
make things using their minds
to create something. We want to
take the children to a higher level
of thinking." Oliver said.
G. Lynnie Bailey, program
director of the SIUE Ear!y Head ~
Start program quoted Frederick
Douglass during the ceremony by
saying "it is easier to build strong
children than to fix broken men."
"This partnership .between
SIUE Head Start and [the] Jackie
Joyner-Kersee Foundation rep-

resents our efforts to build strong
children physically, mentally, socially, emotionally and yes, spiritually," Bailey said.
There are currently seven
managed care sites in the East
St. Louis/St. Clair County region serving families with children ages 3 to 5 years old. The
sites also provide social services
to families with children enrolled.
The program offers full day preschool curriculum from 7:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., and part-time curriculum 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
with breakfast, lunch and a snack
provided by SIUE.
Families in St. Clair County can apply to the SIUE Head
Start/Early Head Start Program.
Go to siue.edu/esk/headstart or
call 482-695-5 for more information.
- - - - - - - -- - - Contact LASHAUNDA JORDAN
Call 650-3527
Tweet @ljordan_alestle
Email ljordan@alestlelive.com

CAITLIN LALLY
Alestle Editor-in-Chief
Unless it's disguised, consuming alcohol does not typically
occur at public events on campus,
but a bill currently sitting in the
hands of Illinois legislators could
change that very soon.
According to Senate Bill
2824, the policy would allow
alcohol to be sold on SIU can1puses for public events - not student-related activities - as determined by the Board of Trustees.
Mainly, SIU is interested in
selling alcohol at sporting events
and possibly concerts or other
events, pending the bill's approval.
The standing state law prohibits the sale of alcohol on state
property, including public universities, and this bill would give SIU
an exemption to the rule. Of Illinois' 12 public universities, four
have already received exemptions
- Chicago State Universicy, Illinois State Universicy, Northern
Illinois University and University
of Illinois.
If signed into law, the Board
of Trustees will be responsible for
forming a written policy on the
sale of alcohol, taking into consideration factors such as the type of
event and others the Board deems
relevant.
''It's being held at · the system level right now, it has to get
through [the system] first before
it ever gets to us, and then we decide how we are going to manage
it," Doug Mcllhagga, Executive
Director of University Marketing
and Communications said.
As of now, the bill sits in the
House of Representatives awaiting approval. It was passed by the
Senate April 21 with a 52-0 vote
in favor.
The Alestle will continue to
update this report as more information develops.
Contact CAITLIN LALLY
Call 650-3530
Tweet @clally_alestle
Email clally@alestlelive.com

Budget crisis threatens to spill into next fiscal year
KYLE STEPP
Alestle Sports Editor

Heading into the 11th
month of fiscal year, Illinois higher education has yet to see a budget from· legislation.
While public - universities
received financial _relief from a
stopgap bill signed by Republican Governor Bruce Rauner,
many are still worried that a budget will not be passed before the
presidential election in November.

connect with us
anytime online

The stopgap bill and all its
amendments will provide more
than $600 million to higher education, and possibly more. The
Illinois House of Representatives
recently passed a bill to provide
all need-based MAP grant funds
to public universities lasting
through Sept. 1. In an update to
colleagues,. SIU system president
Randy Dunn said he does not
see the bill being passed due to
Rauner's stance on higher education and the budget. "The proposal can1e oyt of the House [of
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Representatives] with less than a
veto-proof majority, and its fate
is uncertain in the Senate chamber," Dunn said. "Further, it remains an open question whether
Gov. Rauner would even support
such a bill without it being part
of a 'grand bargain' in the budget,
which would include at least some
of his stated policy reforms."
Along with Dunn's doubt
about the MAP bill proposal,
there is much uncertainty that Illinois higher education will see a
full budget, rather than portions
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from stopgap bills, before the
end of the fiscal year.
The · legislation session is
scheduled to end on May 31, and
most anticipate there will be no
finalized budget in that period,
or even before the presidential
election. Dunn said, for a new
budget to be passed, there wou Id
have to be a new form of revenue
generation.
"It is accepted by virtually all
parties, including the governor,
that any final budget deal that
can get cobbled together has to

f
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anticipate new revenue," Dunn
said.
While many universities in
the state are forced to dip into
restricted cash reserves, the SIU
system continues to ensure students, parents and those in the
community that it is able operate with current cash reserves
throughout the remainder of Fiscal Year 2016 and well into FY
2017.
BUDGET I pg. 2
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NURSING, BUSINESS SCHOOLS
TO OFFER DUAL PROGRAM,
READ MORE AT ALESTLELIVE.COM

contact the editor:
news@alestlelive.com

650-3527
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University
ranked No. 20
best online
college in state
BRITTANY COX
Alestle Online Editor

Nowadays, getting an education does not necessarily mean
sitting in a classroom. Non-traditional forms of learning are
becoming increasingly popular
with more students enrolling in
online classes. According to BestColleges.com, SIUE is ranked as
No. 20 out of 25 online schools
in Illinois. Mary Ettling, Associate Director of Educational Outreach, thinks this is due to SIUE's
Registered Nurse to Bachel9r of
Science in nursing program, and
the innovative option of taking
classes during the winter session.
Online classes offer students
a flexible and more affordable alternative to traditional, on-campus courses, Ettling said. When
taking an online course, tuition
remains the same as when taking
an on-campus course, but the fee
structure is different.
READ MORE ABOUT ONLINE
COURSES AT ALESTLELIVE.COM.

Campus construction update:

No end in 'site'

KIAH EARL
Alestle Reporter

Currently, numerous construction projects are underway
around campus. Looking forward into the fall semester, students and staff can expect to see
the construction continue with
new projects set to begin.
Director of Facilities Management, Paul Fuligni, provided
a summary of the ongoing construction around campus.
The renovation of the Science Building has been put on a
continued hold due to the delay
in funding from the state's budget
impasse during Fiscal Year 2016.
The campus-wide electrical up·
grade is in its second phase, and
will complete the replacement of
the Edwardsville campus electrical distribution system. This
construction was the cause of the
campus-wide power outage that
occurred on Sunday, May 15. It

is set to continue through 2016.
The Stratton Quadrangle reconstruction, which is set to be
complete by fall term, will replace
deteriorating existing brick with a
more permeable brick paver system. Construction traffic access is
through Lot C, between Rendleman Hall and the Morris University Center. Select parking spots
within Lot C have been closed
temporarily to accommodate the
large construction vehicles. Any
exterior concrete repairs being
done around campus are also set
to be completed by the start of
the fall semester. These repairs
are to replace or reconstruct exterior building stairs and pavement
and will require some noisy demolition work and temporary closures of associated entrances.
A new fire station is being
built on the Northwest end of
University Drive. The construction contract was awarded by the
City of Edwardsville and the site

work is underway.
The University Park Dental
Clinic renovation at 195 University Park Drive to provide a clinical environment for international
students of the School of Dental
Medicine is also ongoing. In the
meantime, the building parking
lot is closed to School of Pharmacy students.
Although Art & Design East
was expecting window replacements this summer semester, the
project has been pushed back until fall due to over exceeding construction bids. The bid has since
been redesigned and successfully
rebid, allowing for the project to
officially begin. The project will
replace the existing glass block
windows with the window and
stone system similar to that of the
nearby newer buildings.
Staff within the Art & Design building finds the pushback
in date to be frustrating due to
the construction putting a hinder
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Dunn also said the SIU
system can function normally
through the presidential election,
if it can find a new source of revenue generation.
"Our straits across SIU are
not yet that dire, fortunately, and
if we are able to secure another bridge of payment (whether
from the aforementioned MAP
bill or another stopgap payment
of some sort), we project being
able t~ stay afloat until sometime after November 8, when we
then would hope a budget could
move," Dunn said.
In an email to SIUE colleagues on May 16, Interim
Chancellor Stephen Hansen said
there are many aspects of Rauner's budget plan to be set, and
utilizing elected officials is an efficient way to put pressure on the
governor to pass a bill.
"While I am hopeful about a
budget being passed, I am trying
to remain realistic. There is a lot
yet to be resolved," Hansen said.
"Where the revenue would come
from is one of the main problems. But, there are other entangling issues as well, such as the
governor's Turn Around Agenda.
Because of the complexity of the
issues and the politics involved
with the budget, it is important
that we re-double our efforts to
remind our elected officials to
support higher education. Please
let your Illinois Representative,
State Senator, and the Governor
know that you want a resolution to the budget crisis and that
SIUE is an investment in the fu.
ture, not a financial liability."
Contact KYLE STEPP
Call 650-3527
Tweet @kstepp_alestle
Email kstepp@alestlelive.com

Construction workers lay concrete to t he sidewal k ent rance of the Vadalabene Center, W ednesday, May 25.
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on safety and teaching in the fall.
"Navigating through construction, especially during the
fall semester can affect our teaching abilities and the general safety
of our students and staff," Jane
Barrow, chair of art and design,
said.
Bob Legate, associate director of Facilities Management, detailed the current projects going
on within University Ho(Jsing.
In Woodland Hall, a new
roof is in the process of being installed, and exposed ductwork is
also being reinsulated.
In Prairie and Bluff halls, the
mini blinds are being replaced
with shades.
In Cougar Village, the flooring material in buildings 421-428
is being replaced, along with the
laundry facility within the Commons building being completely
renovated. Students living within
these buildings have been temporarily moved to the 500 side of
CV until the flooring is complete.
This includes a new entrance
door, flooring, and paint. Additionally, all living spaces in University Housing will be serviced
and cleaned · as they are annually
· to prepare for students to return
at the beginning of the academic
year in the fall.
Two other projects are due to
begin the near future: Founders
Hall will be substantially upgraded with new electrical, mechanical, plumbing and fire protection
system replacement, and an addition to the north side of the Engineering building near the loading
dock is in project design. Neither
project has a beginning date set
yet.
Contact KIAH EARL
Call 650-3527
Tweet @kearl_alestle
Email kearl@alestle live .com

Former Cougar Lake Pool opens for public use
CAITLIN LALLY
A lestle Editor-in-Chief

Citizens of Edwardsville
and Glen Carbon can dive into
their new community pool for
the summer as the former Cougar Lake Pool at SIUE has been
leased by the City of Edwardsville.
According to Interim Chancellor Stephen Hansen, the
agreement with the City of Edwardsville was made to relieve
some of the financial burden on
the university.
"Even though the pool was
funded by student fees, it no
longer made financial sense for
SIUE to continue operating the
pool. By leasing the pool to the
City, the University will save a
significant amount of money.
Equally important, our students
will still be able to use the pool
for free," Hansen said in an email
to colleagues Thursday, May 26.
According to Natalie Rosales, assistant director of Campus Recreation, the 10-year lease
allows residents of Edwardsville
and Glen Carbon to purchase
pool memberships for the sum-

mer, while students enrolled in
classes at SIDE will have free admission with a valid student ID.
Initially, the residency requirement to purchase memberships did not include SIUE faculty and staff who lived outside of
the two cities' ·limits. However,
after receiving several inquiries
on the matter, Hansen addressed
this concern in his email as well.
"The City of Edwardsville
and Village of Glen Carbon have
graciously agreed to waive the
residency requirement for SIUE
faculty and staff members who
would like to purchase either daily passes or a membership," Hansen said.
The pool opened for the season Saturday, May 28 and will
be open daily from noon until 6
p.m. until Aug. 14. After that, it
will be open on weekends until
Labor Day.
Memberships for a family of
four are $300, with an additional $40 for each extra member.
Residents also have the option to
purchase individual memberships
for $150, or $125 for seniors 55
and older.

Day passes are available for
$5 or $4 for seniors and children
ages 4 to 15. Children 3 and
younger have free admission.
Guests may park for free
during the summer in Lot 10,
and either walk or take a shuttle
to the pool area. The free shuttle
service will run during the pool's
hours of operation.
A splash pad for young children is fenced off from the main

pool with a shaded area nearby
with lounge chairs. Lockers and
concessions are also available on
site, but only take cash or check.
For more information about
the Edwardsville Glen Carbon
Community Pool, visit cityofedwardsville.com.
Contact CAITLIN LALLY
Call 650-3530
Tweet @clally_alestle
Email clally@alestlelive.com

The 25-meter pool ranges in depths from 3'4" to 9'8" with a slide spilling
into the deep end.
I Christian Sykes I Alestle
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New student employment policies
cut paychecks, cause frustrations
SIUE recently announced
changes to their student employment policies, which the Alestle
believes may leave some student
workers in a difficult situation.
ALESTLE
STAFF EDITORIAL
According to an update
posted on SIUE's website, to be
eligible for work, students must
be enrolled and maintain at least
half-time status during any given semester. For fall and spring
semesters, this means six credit
hours for undergraduates or five
credit hours for graduate students, while during the summer,
a minimum of three undergraduate credit hours or two graduate
credit hours is required to work.
This is different than the
previous requirement for undergraduates to be enrolled in six
credit hours during the summer
and nine credit hours in the fall to
work on campus, however, here's
the catch - students may only
work during the time in which
their classes are in session.
For example, an undergraduate taking six credit hours last
summer could have worked from
May until August regardless if one
class was during the three-week
May term and another during
the month of July. Although the

student did not attend a class in
June, he or she was still able to
work because their enrollment
status for the whole semester was
sufficient. Now, under tl1c new
policy, an undergraduate only has
to take three credit hours, but if
that class is during Jw1e, he or she
can only work during that single
month.
This presents a number of
concerns for those who pay their
way through school. For many
students who work on campus,
that is their only job, and their
livelihood may very well depend
on that bi-weekly paycheck from
the university. Those with jobs
that continue during the summer
might have been able to take a
class or two to keep their position all summer-long before, but
now, if a student wants to work
through the summer on campus,
he or she will have to pay to take
enough credit hours to work for
three months: M ay, June and July.
And often times the income a student receives through an on-campus job does not even begin to
offset the cost of tuition, let alone
cover basic living expenses such
as rent, utilities, gas, groceries,
possibly a car payment, phone bill
and more.
Another amendment to the
policy mandates that student employees begin work on the first

Letter to the Editor: Progress
As of this writing, the state
is beginning its 11th month
without a complete budget fo r
the 2016 Fiscal Year, and we are
days away from the deadline for
passing a budget for the next fis cal year.
MICHAEL MADIGAN
Ill inois House of Reps . Speaker

T hough H ouse Democrats
continue fighting to fund critical
state services, including breast
cancer screenrngs, in-home care
for the elderly, meals fo r homebound seniors, and higher education, as well as funding for
victims of child abuse and sexual

day of the semester, rather than
the previous policy that allowed
students to start two weeks before the term. What might have
been an ideal training period for
those new to an on-can1pus position will now serve as a waiting
period for a paycheck. Students
will now have to complete work
training as classes start, which can
be a hectic and frustrating time
for people. Be prepared for long
lines at Starbucks (and probably
several locations around campus)
that first week back in August.
Prior to 2014, student workers were permitted to work more
than 20 hours per week during
the fall or spring semesters if
approved through Student Employment, or on breaks between
semesters, however, with the
introduction of the Affordable
Care Act under the Obama administration, the university decided to limit student workers to
a 20-hour work week year-round
to avoid having to pn.>vide health
insurance. Although the reduction in hours may not seem like
much, for a student paying bills,
the difference in income certainly
adds up.
Perhaps students work on
campus because they live thereand it's an easy commute. But if
the hours are limited on campus,
they might have to resort to finding something off-campus to sup-

plcment their income. So, instead
of being a full-time student and
a part-time employee, many are
forced to become full-time workers along with having full-time
credit standing just to cover the
exorbitant costs of living.
And now, here we stand,
watching as our hours - and
paychecks are slashed yet
again. College is supposed to be
a place that benefits its students,
but it feels like we are suffering
due to the decisions made on our
behalf, without having any say in
the process.
As the budget crisis continues to loom over our university
and our state, we should expect
these actions to occur, but by no
means does that make it easier.
And although some of us feel as
though we already pay the university more than what our fair
share is, unfortunately, we still
have to endure the continued financial turbulence.
If you have an on-campus
job, consider what its worth. At
the end of the day, you should
not have to sacrifice getting
good grades to pay your bills.
If your campus job isn't providing enough, do some research
and consider alternative options.
Don't let university policy dictate
your livelihood.
READ MORE STAFF EDITORIALS
ONLINE AT ALESTLELIVE.COM.
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Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and publishers of the
Alestle believe in the free exchange of
ideas, concems and opinions and will
publish as many letters as possible.
Letters may be submitted at
the Alestle office:
Morris University Center, Room 2022
e-mail at opinion@alestlelive.com
All hard copy letters should be typed
and double-spaced. Letters should
be no longer than 500 words. lndude
phone number, signature, dass rank
and major.

We reserve the right to edit letters
for grammar and content Care will be
taken to ensure that the letter's message
is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be printed
anonymously except under extreme
circumstances.
We reserve the right to reject letters.

lacking on Illinois budget

assault, legislative Republicans six budget propo$als that did not
and Governor [Bruce] Rauner include any part of his personal
agenda. This reaffirms my preblock our efforts.
While H ouse Democrats' . vious statements that when the
priority has been to pass a com- governor sets aside his personal
prehensive, full-fiscal year budget agenda that hurts middle-class
using a balanced approach that families, we can make progress
includes spending cuts, but does on the state's most important issue. The people of Illinois want
not decimate needed services.
Gov. Rauner's priority puts to see progress. They want to see
his personal agenda first and at- a comprehensive full-year budget.
tacks the wages and standard of I, too, am committed to passing
living of the middle class. H is comprehensive budgets fo r Fiscal
insistence on passing his personal Years 2016 and 201 7. I also hope
agenda has been the single road- the governor will look at his reblock to finding a true bi partisan cent budgetary actions and see
that we can come together to find
budget solution.
However, since March 26, reasonable solutions when he sets
2015, Gov. Rauner has approved aside his personal agenda that

will hurt middle-class fanulies
and has nothing to do with the
state budget. The people of Illinois want to see progress . They
want to see a comprehensive
full-year budget. I, too, am committed to passing comprehensive
budgets fo r Fiscal Years 201 6 and
2017. I also hope the governor
will look at his recent budgetary
actions and sec that we can come
together to find reasonable solutions when he sets aside his personal agenda that will hurt middle-class fanulies and has nothing
to do with the state budget.
READ MORE LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR AT ALESTLELIVE.COM.

The name Alestle is an acronym derived
from the names of the three campus
locations of Southem Illinois University
Edwardsville:
Alton, East St. Louis and Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on Thursdays in
print and on Tuesdays online during the
fall and spring semesters. A print edition
is available Wednesdays during summer
semesters.
For more information,
call 618-650-3528.
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''Ho,ne Grown
Saturday ,nornings:
Goshen Market celebrates 2 0 years
CHLOE SMITH
Alestle Lifestyles Editor
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For 20 years, Edwardsville's
own Land of Goshen Community Market has provided the community with fresh produce from
local farmers, but make no mistake - this is no simple farmers'
market.
Volunteers and vendors dedicate their Saturday mornings
from May to October to enriching the lives of community
members and benefitting local
businesses through the sale of
fresh local produce, baked goods,
work by local artists and other
products. The market also provides demonstrations to educate
the community about the benefits
and enjoyment of eating locally;
as well as showcasing live music.
Sherry Chase, one of three
Market Masters, is in charge of
scheduling and organizing vendors, and is currently spending
her 18th season with the market.
According to Chase, the Land of
Goshen Community Market provides the community with a number of benefits - one of them
being the access to local produce.
''Well, you have access to
fresh, locally grown produce.
There's no middle man. You can
talk directly to the grower," Chase
said - So, the Alestle did just that.
Vendor Loren Sievers sells
cage-free eggs and up to 20 different kinds of vegetables grown at
Looking Glass Prairie in Alahambra, and said that the work that
goes into Looking Glass Prairie's
produce is a family affair.
"It's a family-run business. I
could stress that because I don't
do it myself. Our whole family's
involved," Sievers said.

The family business has been
involved with the Goshen Market
for 10 years, ·and Sievers said it's
the people at the market who
keep them coming back to sell
each year.
"It is the people. That's a big
part of it - the friendly area. I
would say it's the friendly people h~re in Edwardsville," Sievers
said.
The produce is not the only
reason to visit the market, however. The market also provides the
community witl1 displays of work
by local artists, which are available for purchase. "We also have
fine arts because there aren't a lot
of venues for fine arts," Chase
said.
In fact, the market aims to
provide a wide array of benefits
to both its customers and its vendors. "Part of the intent [of the
market) is to build community
and to benefit downtown businesses," Chase said.
Perhaps one of the most
unique ways in which the market works to build community
is through Market Sprouts, a
program that works toward educating children. Market Master
Candice Watson is in charge of
the program, and has been for the
six years it has been in operation.
"We initially had a government grant that we applied for,
and the purpose was to educate
the general public through kids
on the importance of eating fresh
local produce," Watson said.
Through the program, children at the market are able to try
a farmer's fresh produce free of
charge - and their parents can
try the produce, as well.
"The kids and the parents
get to taste test it [the produce]

Farmer Joe Carrington reads Theresa Carrington's book, from the Blessing Project, promoting organic produce to
young farmers Saturday, May 21, at the Goshen Market.
I Samantha Kitchen / Alestle

in the raw - no preservatives, no
additives; it's uncooked," Watson
said.
According to Watson, the
program has served its initial purROSe: if children are trying the
produce, the parents are likely to
try it, as well.
"There's so many things that
we kind of dispel the myths on
- you don't have to have salt all
over this, or butter, or sugar; you
can eat it just the way it is," Watson said. '1\nd that's the purpose
- to get the kids to taste it and
_[say), 'W_?w, this is good; it's not

creepy; it's not weird,' but more
importantly; the parents are tasting it, too."
According to Chase, it is the
combination of programs such as
this and the wide array of vendors that make the market truly
unique. "It's a nice balance, and
we want to continue to keep that
balance as we grow. It feels different here," Chase said.
As for growing, the market
is currently celebrating its 20th
year, and those in charge hope to
see the market even better than it
is now by the time the next landmark anniversary comes around.
"We hope to stay big and
keep getting vendors . We have
to stay 50 percent agricultural, so
we don't become a craft show. We
want to keep growing the size of
the market, but we want to maintain the quality;" Chase said.
It is this very quality that has

''

kept customers and vendors coming back for 20 years - and what
is expected to keep them coming,
and in larger numbers.
"[I want people to know]
how cool it is - that it's worth
their time to come visit. The produce is fantastic; the baked goods
are tasty - it's worth the time,"
Chase said.
For a picturesque morning full of fresh food, live music, unique art and friendly faces
(bonus: dogs are allowed at the
market), visit the Land of Goshen Community Market between
8 a.m and noon every Saturday
until October, located off Main
Street in downtown Edwardsville.
For more information, visit
GoshenMarket.org.
Contact CHLOE SMITH
Call 650-3527
Tweet @csmith_alest le
Email csmith@alestlelive.com

The produce is fantastic; the
baked goods are tasty - it's
worth the time.
SHERRY CHASE
Market M aste r

Nicola Muscroft promotes Q ueen's Cuisine Tea Room, Saturday, May 21, at the Goshen Market. Queen's Cuisine
plans to open fo r business in Edwardsville in June.
I Samantha Kitchen / Alestle
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Don't blam-e violence on
hip-hop, without blaming
Mississippi River Festival returns to SIUE violence in the U.S.

Nostalgic summer nights:
LASHAUNDA JORDAN
Alestle Reporter

More than one million visitors flocked to the Edwardsville
campus for the Mississippi River
Festival, one of the nation's premier performing arts series introduced by SIUE in 1969. During
the course of 12 summer seasons,
between 1969 and 1980, the
festival offered over 300 events
showcasing artists in a wide array of musical genres, as well as
dance and theater.
"The birth of the Mississippi River Festival launched as a
partnership encouraging regional
collaboration in the area of the
performing arts," SIUE Archivist, Stephen Kerber,PhD said.
According to research done
by Kerber, SIDE invited the St.
Louis Symphony to institute residence on campus and to offer a
summer series. An outdoor concert venue was created within a
natural amphitheater by setting
up a large tent, a stage, a concave band shell and a sophisticated sound system. Taking these
bold steps allowed the university
to host the symphony, as well as
other well known acts over the
years.
The senes was meant to
reach the widest possible audience, so the university included
popular acts in the series such as
Bob Dylan, Ike and Tina Turner,

Dick Clark, Jimmy Buffet, The
Who, Roberta Flack, The Beach
Boys, ZZ Top and many more.
The merit of the concerts,
and the nostalgic remembrance
of warm summer evenings are
only a couple of the reason-, why
Carmen Concerts owner Dave
Thomason will launch a new festival series called Mississippi River Festival Revisited in honor of
the former MRF festival.
"I have never actually attended an MRF festival, but I
recall hearing fans and musicians
talk and go on and on about the
music and the importance of the
legacy that the iconic series left
on Edwardsville and surrounding
communities," Thomason said.
Thomason started mentioning MRF to friends and immediately did his research. While investigating he discovered that the
copyright for the logo and the
MRF name had expired.
''I woke up in the middle of
the night and thought 'Mississippi River Festival Revisited' so I
started looking into it right away
and acquired the rights to the
logo and name,"Thomason said.
Now, because of a thought
in the middle of the night, music
fans can remember MRF memories - as well as create new ones,
at the Mississippi River FestivalRevisited! The festival is sponsored by The BANK of Edwards-

ville and the concert series kicked
off on Saturday, May 21, when
Pure Prairie League, along with
original vocalist Craig Fuller,
played at the Meridian Ballroom
in the Morris University Center
at SIDE.
Pure Prairie League performed at the MRF during the
1978 and 1979 seasons. The
band played unforgettable hits
such as "Two Lane Highway''
and "Fallin' In and Out of Love"
in concert.
Robert Vanw, Director of
SIUE Administrative Services,
said the original MRF memorabilia will be featured on display
through a traveling exhibit for
patrons and fans to enjoy at upcoming concerts.
The next concert in the series
will be Poco, Saturday, June 18,
also in the Meridian Ballroom.
Future lineup and concert dates
in the series will be announced
soon. For more information
on the Mississippi River Festival-Revisited concert series, visit the MRF-Revisited Facebook
page. or contact Dave Thomason
directly at DaveT@carmenconcerts.com. or call 618-670-3394.
Contact LASHAUNDA JORDAN
Call 650-3527
Tweet @ljordan_alestle
Email ljordan@alestlelive.com

KENDRA MARTIN
Contributing Writer

A shooting that broke out
during one of rapper TI.'s concerts left one dead and three
wounded Thursday, May 26 in
Manhattan, New York. Troy Ave,
who is also a rapper, was caught
on video shooting his gun, as well
as accidentally shooting himself.
Ronald McPhatter, Troy Ave's
bodyguard and friend, was pronounced dead from the incident,
but it is unknown as to Troy Ave
shot him.
This situation has caused a
lot of mixed reactions on social
media. Many people claim that
hip-hop is the main cause for
all of this violence that goes on
at these concerts. Now, I would
be an absolute fool to say that
there are not aspects of rap music that glorify violence, but it is
absolutely impossible to say that
rap music is the sole cause of
why shootings are happening in
America - that is false.
I am a 19 year old black
woman who grew up in the suburbs since I was three years old,
and hip-hop has always been
a part of my life because of the
influence it has had on my relatives that was then passed onto
me. I love hip-hop. It is a major
part of my life and I don't know
where I would be without it. Are
there things within the music that
I dislike? Sure. Are there violent

aspects in the music? Of course,
but the difference between me
and the average listener is that
hip-hop has never made me want
to live a violent lifestyle. I cannot
blame the stupid things that I do
on music. I am my own person,
and my favorite rappers are not
my parents.
Sadly, though, a lot of listeners are extremely impressionable
and do not have the same mindset as I do when it comes to music. Many of these listeners look
up to these rappers as role models
and parents, which I do not w1derstand at all. I think it is unfair
to put these artists on pedestals to
which they are unable to live up.
They are not the listeners' parents, and we cannot expect them
to do the job of a parent when
they didn't ask to do that job.
I think it is truly irresponsible to think that hip-hop rooted from violence and absolutely
nothing more. The thing that I
love most about hip-hop is that
tl1ere is so much to learn from it,
whether it be good or bad. Violence in hip-hop stemmed from
violence in America.
READ MORE ABOUT HIP-HOP AT
ALESTLELIVE.COM.

Alice defines what's possible

•

'Alice Through the Looking Glass'
CAITLIN LALLY
Alestle Editor-in-Chief

Defying all standards and
expectations of a woman during
the late 19th century, Alice dominates the screen in ''Alice Through
the Looking Glass," submitting
to no one without a challenge.
Waves of feminism push the plot
forward, proving there is no task
too daunting for a woman to face.
"Through the Looking Glass"
continues the story of ''Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland," presenting themes of family and the
value of time all in a "curious and
curiouser" way.
OK - I admit I have not read
Lewis Carroll's original series, but
I'm willing to say many of you
have not either, so at least we're
all on the same page - or not.
Anyway, whether you're familiar
with the story of Alice or not, this
film keeps viewers hooked with
its stimulating eye-candy imagery
and whimsical plot.
After returning to London
from a three-year long voyage,
captain of her now-deceased father's ship, Alice Kingsleigh (Mia
Wasikowska) comes to realize
much has changed since she had
been exploring the world. Alice
discovers her ex-fiance, Harnish
Ascot (Leo Bill), has taken over
her father's company and wants
to purchase the ship from the
Kingsleigh family, leaving Alice to
be the equivalent of an office secretary. Frustrated and upset, Alice
barges out of the party to seclude
herself and think.
An alluring butterfly catches
Alice's attention, and she begins
to follow it with certainty that it is
her old friend from Wonderland,
Absolem. The creature leads her
to a room in the house, disappearing as it flies into a mirror resting

on the mantle. Alice knows this
is her chance to visit Wonderland

again, and makes no hesitation to
venture inside the looking glass.
On the other side of the glass,
Alice can hear Absolem's voice,
which is a pretty nostalgic moment for any Alan Rickman fan.
In only a way that would happen
in Wonderland, Alice drops in
on some friendly faces including
Mirana, the White Queen (Anne
Hathaway). In distress, the curious characters update Alice on the
status of the Mad Hatter (Johnny Depp), who has lost his spunk
after finding an artifact that could
prove his family is still alive.
Hatter pleads to Alice to
help him find his family, which
she believes is impossible. With a
tip from the White Queen, Alice
meets Time (Sacha Baron Cohen)
- the personification of time itself - in order to obtain what will
allow her to go back in time, but
not without repercussion. Similar
to her experience as captain of a
ship, Alice navigates the seas of
time in search for Hatter's family.
For a quirky story about
a fantasy world, "Through the
Looking Glass" doesn't shy away
from poignant motifs such as
breaking traditional gender roles
and dealing with unresolved family matters.
Alice's ambition to do the
impossible is a noteworthy quality for a female lead that is far from
subtle. Receiving some expected
backlash from her male counterparts, Alice's determination and
wit surprises those around her.
Unlike many films with a female
lead, Alice is not oversexualizcd;
the plot emphasizes her actions
and personality - which is how
more films should be.
Following the same theme
of nontraditional gender roles are

the male characters. Rather than
representing powerful, serious or
intimidating figures, the males
were portrayed as fallible and vulnerable - traits that are usually
hidden, but inevitably possessed
by all people, regardless of gender.
The character Time represents
this paradox probabl~ the ruost
obviously. He describes himself as
"infinite," however, when Alice is
travelling through the past, Time
becomes more fragile as more of
him - time - passes. It's also
worth mentioning that the keeper of all time spends his time being bullied by his grudge-holding
girlfriend, the Queen of Hearts
(Helena Bonham Carter).
"Through the Looking Glass"
also recaps some history between
the two royal sisters - the White
Queen and the Queen of Hearts
- explaining what happened long
ago that triggered their animosity.
Viewers learn why the Queen of
Hearrs is so resentful, while at the
same time sympathizing with this
misunderstood character.
This movie invites viewers to
leave the ordinary world behind
for a couple hours and step inside
the looking glass, welcoming a
strange, but fascinating perspective on life. Although some may
see "Through the Looking Glass"
for the mere entertainment aspect, it's worthwhile to notice the
complex themes the writers have
incorporated as well.
"Through
the
Looking
Glass" opened in theaters everywhere Frida), May 27. Go ahead
and spend the extr,1 fr\\ bucks to
see it in 3 D; you nm't regret
your \isir to \Vomkr 1 nJ
Contact CAITLIN LALLY
Call 650-3530
Tweet @clally_alest le
Email cla lly®a lestlelive .co m

"Alice Through the Looking Glass" j lMDB
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SIUE softball falls in OVC championship
ovc
KYLE STEPP

Alestle Sports Editor

The Cougars ended their
2015-2016 season in the championship game of the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament. SIUE
fell to the top-seeded Jacksonville
State U niversity Gamecocks 6-1
in the title contest.
Senior outfielder Jordan
Lafave, senior infielder Rachel
Keller and junior infielder Allison Smiley were named to the
All-Tournament team following
tl1e final game.
.
The Cougars played three
games both Friday, May 13 and
Saturday, May 14, defeating each
of the three first team All-OVC
pitchers. H ead Coach Sandy
Montgomery said she was proud
of how the team fi nished the
tournan1ent as well as me season. While finishing second in its
respected conference, SIUE finished tl1e season wim a 28-26 record. Sophomore pitcher Baylee
Douglass recorded the win while
freshman pitcher Ashley Koziol
re-entered me game in the sevenm inning and earned her second save of the tournament.
"I can't say enough how
proud I am of mese kids and
how they fo ught and battled
and scrapped this whole tournament," Montgomery said.
SIUE opened Saturday wim
an elimination game against the
Eastern Kentucky University
Colonels. Keller blasted a mreerun homerun in the sixm inning
to give the Cougars a win. Keller
said she was happy to help her
team win with her first home run
of the season.
"That was an indescribable
moment I don't think I could
ever put into words. It was nice
to be there for my team and pick
them up," Keller said.

Standings
Softball
Overall
Jax. State
Murray State
E. Kentucky
SIUE
Tenn. Tech
E. Illinois
UT Martin
Morehead St.
SE Missouri
Belmont
Austin Peay
Tenn. State

43-17
24-31
37-17
28-26

23-33
25-28
30-26
26-27
16-33
19-35
9-38
10-45

OVC

26-0
12-13
17-8
15-11
14-13
17-8
14-12
12-12
10-17

11-16
5-22
3-23

OVC Tournament Results

Wednesday, May 11
#3 E. Kentucky 3, #6 Tenn. Tech 0
#2 E. Illinois 7, #7 Morehead St. 0
#4 SIUE 6, #5 UT Martin 5
#1 Jax State. 5, #8 Murray State 0

Thursday, May 12
#7 Morehead St. 2, #6 Tenn Tech. 1
#3 E. Kentucky 6, #2 E. Illinois 4
#1 Jax. State 3, #4 SIUE 2

Friday, May 13
#8 Murry State 2, #5 UT Martin 0
SIUE fell to top-seeded Jacksonville State University after battling back from possible elimination, in the OVC
championship game.
I Alestle file photo

· After elinunating Eastern
Kentucky, me Cougars needed
two wins over the Gamecocks to
claim the OVC championship.
SIUE won me first game 2-1 off
early back-to-back sacrifice bunts
by junior catcher Amy Hunt and
senior infielder Kelsey Hansen in
the second inning. D ouglass was
able to hold off the Jacksonville
offense to pick up her 18th win
of me season. The Cougar win
snapped a Jacksonville 20-game

winning streak, but me Gamecocks were able to bounce back
in me latter game.
SIUE lost the final game
6-1, scoring its lone run in the
final inning of the game off a
homerun by Smiley.
Hansen, Lafave, and Keller
were the team's three seniors,
and Montgomery said their contribution to the program over
the last four years could not be
J;)atche~

"They are a great group. It
was a pleasure coaching [Lafave
and Hansen] for four years and
[Keller] for three. They all three
played hard me whole week and I
couldn't be more proud of them,"
Montgomery said.

#4 SIUE 1, Morehead St. 0
#2 E. Illinois 10, #8 Murray State 5
#1 Jax. State 12, #3 E. Kentucky 0
#4 SIUE 6, #2 E. Illinois 3

Saturday, May 14
#4 SIUE 3, #3 E. Kentucky 2
#4 SIUE 2, #1 Jax. State 1
#1 Jax. State 6, #4 SlUE 1

Jacksonville
cl.inched
the
OVC in the 15th game of

Contact KYLE STEPP
Call 650-3525
Tweet @kstepp_alestle
Email kstepp@alestlelive.com

the tournament, with SlUB
as the runner-up, and But.em Kentucky 10 third.

Cougars lose to EIU
baseball in final series
KYLE STEPP
Alestle Sports Editor

With the score tied 2-2 in
me eighth inning, me Panther's
SIUE baseball conclud- designated hitter Demetre Taylor
ed its regular season with a led off wim a single and made his
three-game series against me way home on an RBI-single from
Eastern Illinois University Pan- Panmer catcher Jason Scholl.
EIU clinched me series with a
mers in Charleston, Ill.
The three-game sweep by me 20-5 rout over SIUE Friday, May
Panmers capped off me Cougars 20. The Panmers scored multiseason wim 11 straight losses ple runs in me final five innings
to end me regular season. SIUE of me game, including six runs
finis hed 9-40 overall and 6-34 in the fifth inning and five runs
in Ohio Valley Conference play. in me eightl1. Jackson said me
SIUE Coach D anny Jackson said early high-scoring i1mings took
the Cougars played strong op- the Cougar's energy and preventponents, but he hopes me tean1 ed mem from rallying back.
"Once [Eastern Illinois] put
was able to learn from it.
"It was a really tough year," up that big number, mat was kind
Jackson said. "What I hope me of it. That deflated us," Jackson
guys take away is mat mey can said.
Senior infielder Jacob Stewart
overcome adversity. The older
guys can take it into life and me was the only Cougar wim multiyounger guys, too. They han- ple hits on the day, finishing wim
two hits and a run scored.
dled adversity wim class."
The
Cougars
concludSenior pitcher PJ. Schuster ·
threw his first complete game ed their regular season wim a
Thursday, May 19, but was un- 11-5 loss Saturday, May 21.
Despite me loss, freshman inable to pick up me w~. Sd1uster
pitched all nine innings, allowing fielder Logan Andersen connectq;l
three runs on 11 hits while strik- for his first career two-home run
game. Schuster and sophomore
ing out two Panmer batters.

mfielder Mario Tursi each finished
with two hits, and me Cougar
team connected for 11 hits.
Andersen
finished
the
day with a pair of home runs
and three RBIs. H e also finished as · me second-leading
hitter for SIUE at .289.
Since SIDE did not advance to me OVC tournament,
Saturday marked me final game
for nine seniors: Pitchers Zach
Malach, Ryan Agnitsch, Ryan
D aniels, Travis Felax, Jarrett
Bednar and Schuster and fielders Skyler Geissinger, Zach
Little, and Jacob Stewart.
Jackson said me seniors
worked hard to create a respectable program since transitioning to Division I atluetics, and
he was proud of how mey have
grown.
"Those nine seniors made a
lot of great contributions to this
program. I wish mem me best,"
Jackson said.
Contact KYLE STEPP
Call 650-3525
Tweet @kstepp_alestle
Email kstepp@alestlelive.com

The Cougars were swept by the EIU Panthers in their away series of the
2015-2016 regular season.
I A lestle file photo
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Warriors, Cavaliers rematch marks
-

Lebron's historic sixth consecutive final
CONNOR McMAHON
A lestle Reporter

The 2016 NBA Finals will
be a rematch of the 2015 Finals
after the Golden State Warriors
completed a come-from-behind
series win over the Oklahoma
City Thunder and the Cleveland
Cavaliers downed the Toronto
Raptors in Game 6.
Oklahoma City gave away
the series 4-3 even after being
up three games to one, and one
win away from advancing to the
Finals over the 2015 Champion
Warriors. The phrase "gave away"
is the correct way to describe the
turn of events in this series as the
Thunder played an awful brand
of basketball in three consecutive
elimination games. It would be
hard to describe any team losing
to Golden State as choking; they
won an NBA record 73 games
this regular season, have twotime MVP Stephen Curry, are the
returning NBA Champions and
have a five man rotation commonly referred to as the "Small
Ball Death Squad," but choke is
exactly what O KC did when they
blew a 3-1 series lead in which
they looked like the better team
in the first four games.

It is normal for a team to
rely on their stars, and that is exactly what the Thunder do, but
sometimes a team relies on them
a little too much. All-Star point
guard Russell Westbrook finished
in the top five in points, assists
and steals per game these playoffs, but the demand for him to
make plays led to over aggressive defense and left an already
splendid shooting Warriors team
with open shots. Superstar Kevin
Durant, who leads the playoffs in
points per game, was called upon
so much offensively that he was
forced to take contested shots
and ended with a poor field goal
percentage in the playoffs.
On the other side of bracket
in the Eastern Conference Finals,
there were no dramatic comebacks as the Cavs dominated in
four of the six games, setting an
NBA record for biggest halftime
lead in a conference final, beating the Raptors by 19 or more in
every game that Clevela&<f· won,
and only getting outscored by 21
points total in the two games that
they lost.
This marks the third time in
Cleveland Cavalier history that
the team has reached the NBA
Finals, but it is the sixth time

1

in a row that Lebron James has
reached the Finals, becoming the
10th player to ever do so and the
first to do it in 50 years. Lebron
is joined on the list by fellow
teammate James Jones, who has
been more along for the ride than
the driving factor behind the
continuous Finals appearances,
and a whole team of Celtics players from the 1960s that includes
NBA legend Bill Russell.
Steph Curry· and the rest
of the Warriors are hoping for
a repeat of last year where they
clinched the title over a battered
and bruised Cavaliers squad in six
games. With Cleveland's second
and third stars Kyrie Irving and
Kevin Love healthy for this year's
Finals, it is safe to expect a much
more contested series than the
one last year but even a healthy
Cavs team has a lot to overcome
in order to beat Curry and the
Small Ball Death Squad.
Game one of the NBA Finals
is set to begin Thursday, June 2
and should tip off a series as exciting as these two conference
finals.
Contact CONNOR McMAHON
Call 650-3525
Tweet @cmcmahon_alestle
Email cmcmahon@alestlelive.com

The Cleveland Cavaliers' Kyrie Irving (2) defends a shot inside by the Toronto Raptors' Kyle Lowry (7) during the third quarter in Game 5 of the Eastern
Conference finals on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, at Quicke n Loans Arena in
Cleveland. The Cavs won, 116-78, for a 3-2 series lead.
I Phil Masturzo/Akron Beacon Journal/TNS

Harvey leaps past
cotnpetition at NCAA
West prelitninary
CONNOR McMAHON
Alestle Reporter

Six athletes from the track
and field team competed in the
NCAA West preliminary round
this past weekend following a
stellar Ohio Valley Conference
championship meet. SIUE Interim Head Coach Scott Block said
he could not be happier with the
team's performance.
"I am excited for our athletes
that made it in. It's a chance for
us to get out there and see some
of the best athletes in the country.
It's the first round of the National
Championship. All of your training leads up to this moment,"
Block said .
Among the list of qualifiers
are new names and old as three
athletes from each the men and
women's track team finished
within the top 48 in the N CAA
West division in their respective
events.
Out of the six qualifiers, junior Julian Harvey was the only
Cougar to advance to the NCAA
National Championship after finishing in 9th place in long jump.
Harvey, who was named the OVC
Male Outdoor Track Athlete of
the Year, qualified for the NCAA
West prelims in high jump, long
jump, and triple jump; the second
time in his career that he qualified
in all three events. At the conference championship he broke his
own triple jump record with a
mark of 51-7. 75 and set a new
SIUE record in the high jump as
well on his way to finishing first
in long jump and second in triple
and high jump in the OVC.
Joining Harvey at the NCAA
West prelims in Lawrence, Kans.
were fellow junior Claire Nolan,
seniors LaDonna Caston, Derek
Drew, and Greg Block and sophomore Brittney Gibbs, who all,
despite tremendous efforts, fell

short of advancing to the final
round of the NCAA Championship along with Harvey.
Derek Drew, who finished
first with a personal best time of
52.38 in the 400-meter hurdle at
the OVC Championship meet,
was unable to repeat his performance and finished out his career
as an SIUE Cougar this weekend after qualifying for his first
post-season event.
Despite a rain delay on the
first day of competition, Greg
Block was able to participate
in the hammer throw where he
threw a mark of 191 feet, 7.5
inches before the event was suspended, but was not able to secure a spot in the top 12 and
move on. Block was able to finish
his career with his first post-season appearance.
LaDonna Caston also finished out her career with a
post-season appearance,
the
third during her time at~IUE,
after she ran the 45th bfst ~ e
in the NCAA West divislon at
the OVC championship meet in
the 100-meter hurdle. Qualifying was not enough for Caston,
as she performed way above her
seeding and finished in 25th at
the meet.
Also performing above her
seeding was Brittney Gibbs who,
despite qualifying in the 26th
spot for triple jump, finished 17th
after jumping a personal best 418.75. Gibbs, only a sophomore,
will be looking to use this experience as a stepping stone according to SIUE Jumps Coach Joey
Pacione.
"This gave her a taste for
what is to come and it will help
her grow for next year," Pacione
said.

READ M O RE ON TRACK NAT'LS
AT ALESTLELIVE.COM

Oklahoma City Thunder's Russell Westbrook (0) battles Golden State Warriors' Andre lguodala (9) for a loose ball
in the first quarter of Game 5 of the NBA Western Conference finals at Oracle Arena on May 26, 2016 in Oakland,
Calif. Golden State defeated Oklahoma 120-111.
I Jose Carlos Fajardo/Bay Area News Group/TNS
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By Linda C. Black
Today's Birthday (06/01/16)
Good things come to your
house this year. Plan some fun
with your partner for late sum
mer to launch a two-year ·
passionate phase. September
eclipses spark new domestic
beginnings and career changes. February eclipses mark a
turning point in communications and new professional
opportunities. Follow love.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is an 8 -- Trust your
imagination. Your head's full
of ways to make money today
and tomorrow. The road may
get bumpy; avoid breakage.
Professional advice comes
in handy. A surprising group
development inspires action .
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 -- An amazing
development or ingenious
idea requires follow-up. Make
it happen through creative
thinking and collaboration.
Watch for unexpected costs.
Ta ke the ball and run with it
confidently today and tomorrow.
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Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 5 -- Get quiet time
over the next few days. Prepare space for what's coming
next. There's confusion at the
top, with changes possible.
You can do without controversy or fuss. Lay low and rest.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 6 -- Teamwork
avoids a rude awakening
today and tomorrow. Something that works well in theory
may not in practice. Put in
corrections. Someone has a
stroke of genius. Many eyes
can see farther.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Take on more
responsibility over the next
few days. There could be a
test. You can find the necessary resources. Jokes
have double meanings, and
illusions are shattered. Go for
substance over symbolism.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 -- You could run
into roadblocks in an investig atio n or exp lo ratio n over
t he next few days. Abandon

doing everything yourself.
Use this time for long-distance planning. Sell what you
no longer need.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Keep a tight
budget over the next few
days. Check invoices and
statements for errors. Monitor
spen-ding. Assumptions could
be costly; stay in communication. Discuss upcoming
expenditures, abandoning
expensive fantasies. Simple is
good.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 -- Work with your
partner to manage responsibilities over the next few days.
Suppo rt each other through
stormy weather. Sort out
facts from gossip, and soothe
ruffled feathers. Consider
long-term possibilities.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 -- Breakdowns or
confusion could affect your
work. Experience confrontatio n calmly. Tell the truth, and
share your view. Profit from
meticulous attention to de-
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tails through tomorrow. Being
in service to others satisfies.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 -- You can solve
a puzzle. Apply power behind
the scenes. Inspiration follows
perspiration. You have better
luck for the next two days. Relax and play, for unexpected
discoveries. Choose family.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 6 -- Settle into a
practical domestic phase today and tomorrow. Conserve
resources, and stay close to
home. Teach your children
well, and learn new tricks from
them. Keep a family secret.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 -- Garner insight
into your situation. You can
affect the final decision. Be
imaginative. Exceptional
patience is required. You're
sharp as a tack for t he next
few days. Read , write and
share your discoveries.
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